SPRING 2018

‘As for me and my house,
we will serve the Lord’ Joshua 24:15

Greetings...
This is the penultimate version of The Witness for
Hilary and me.
I am very grateful to Hilary who has taken the
responsibility of editor of The Witness for the past ten
years – strongly supported in the last few years by
Anita Jones-Stiles and David Hollingsworth.
We have tried to use The Witness to give a slice of life
in the diocese and to look at different topics through
the particular theological lens that is ‘nelsonanglican’.
This issue comes at a particularly fraught time for the
Anglican Church in New Zealand.

We have chosen to
take a positive stance
and to continue to
consider what it
means to be the body
of Christ. There has
always been a real
sense of family within the diocese – one of the joys
of being a smaller diocese – there is a sense that we
really do belong to a living community of faith. May we
never lose this gift.
Love and Blessings
+Richard and Hilary

Synod 2018

having a heart for Jesus
The evening synod service for the diocesan
community was at Nelson Cathedral. Dean Mike Hawke
preached on 1 John 1:5-10, ‘Jesus the light of the world’.
He set the atmosphere as the lights were dimmed and
Mark Waweru of Hills Community Church carried a
light around the cathedral. Graham O’Brien’s singing
during communion was inspirational.
The refurbished All Saints church was an ideal venue
to meet for the business of Synod. Worship each
morning was led by Rev Simon Martin and Rev Dr
Graham O’Brien with Bible reflections by Dr Rebecca
Burgess, focusing on the Synod theme ‘Having a
heart for Jesus’. Bishop Richard’s address was shown

as he was unable to attend due to earlier surgery. He
reflected on past charges he had given to the diocese
and gave a personal reflection on where he finds
himself and his faith as retirement approaches at the
end of the year.
As expected, following the passing of ‘motion 29’ by
General Synod earlier in the year, the issue of samegender blessings was a major topic of debate. The
focus, however, was not on the issue itself, but on
how we might respond as a diocese. There were three
motions before Synod.
The first of these motions questioned the legality
of two specific clauses from the motion passed by
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General Synod. In a desire to remain part of the
Provincial Church, but faithful to Nelson’s more
evangelically orthodox theology, it offered an
alternative declaration of adherence and submission
that every person holding office within the church is
required to sign. This was seen as a way of affirming
our unique identity as a diocese, but our continuing
commitment to be part of the Anglican Church in
Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia. This motion was
passed.
The second motion invited the diocese (as a whole
body) to affiliate with AFFIRM which is working with
the Archbishops to be recognised as a ‘Christian
Community’ within the Anglican Church – one that
might provide oversight to parishes throughout the
country who struggle to accept where their dioceses
are heading on this issue of sexuality. This motion was
also passed.
The third motion (split into two), was rather more
controversial. In essence it called on the Synod of
the diocese to disaffiliate itself with the Anglican
Church of Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia and
to seek recognition as an authentically Anglican,
extra-provincial diocese under the GAFCON Council of
Primates. This motion was heavily defeated by a vote
of 81%, as the mood of Synod was not to leave the
Province but to signal to the wider Church that Nelson
(as a diocese) does feel marginalised by decisions
made at the Provincial level that challenge our
biblical orthodoxy. Therefore, while strongly rejecting
the move to disaffiliate, it retained two clauses that
expressed something of the strained (but not broken)
nature of our relationship to other parts of the church.
These motions took up much of Synod’s business

time – but the debate, while representing both sides
of this highly emotional issue, was held in deepest
respect.
As the business progressed, it was interspersed with
video presentations from young children through to a
nonagenarian – ‘ninety something’. It was encouraging
to hear people’s personal testimonies to the presence
of Jesus in their lives.
Other highlights of Synod were the Mission
presentations.
The Rev Scotty Reeve from the Wellington Diocese,
spoke about ‘Blueprint Church’ a Christian community
for young adults in central Wellington. The Blueprint
Community describe themselves on their website as
‘A Young Wellington Church Community. We meet
together on Sunday nights. We share our homes, our
food, our faith and we seek to bring the message, spirit
and reign of Jesus to the forgotten corners of our city.’
And from our diocese, the Venerable Tim Mora spoke
on Rural Missional Ministry and Laurie Gabites and
Gerrie Mead (Social Services Enabler) spoke about
working in partnership in the local community with
local government agencies.
Bishop Richard and Hilary were able to attend for a
short time on Friday afternoon, as Archbishop Philip
and his wife Belinda were personally present to express
their thanks to them for their friendship and support
over these past years. Especially to Bishop Richard for
his key role as a conduit for unity; trying to enable the
church to remain talking to each other through the
tensions that threaten to break it apart.
It was a very moving tribute and the Synod
recognised their leadership with a standing ovation.
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Rural life
no time to get bored

It was a pristine day in the sounds as we wound
our way up the Kenepuru, savouring glimpses of
everchanging shades of emerald waters. This was our
second monthly visit to the community of believers
who gather at Waitaria.
We arrived to platters of home baked pikelets,
cakes and venison sausage rolls, laid out in readiness
for afternoon tea, and to the cosiness of a warm fire
courtesy of Brenda and Dave Aitken. From the lounge
window we could see the water taxi bearing the rest of
the team moving over the water to join us.
Our worship was enlivened with the buzz of being
together after five weeks, with folk gathering from
far-flung bays, inspiring humour and interaction. Each
one contributed thoughtful responses to the teaching.
What touched me most of all was the passion and
engagement they have as a community.
We had arrived just after a representation from the
Ministry of Education had decided that the school bus
servicing the small school was no longer viable. This
was a glimpse into the real heart of a rural community,
united, not a one of them without an idea or an
initiative already underway to support the school.
Prayerful. We paused our study more than once to pray
about a relevant matter, not least the identification
with those facing losing their stock due to mycoplasma
bovis.
We were invited to explore the farm a little, surprised
by a beautiful prayer hut tucked under the coloured
maples; a lemon grove; a rim of pure native bush and
the sound of tui and other birdsong not so familiar
to our ears; and a woolshed that immediately spoke
of creative projects and inventive minds. These are
the kind of people that live down here, thinkers,
innovators, writers and doers, givers... no time to get
bored.
We stayed the night to visit some folk in their homes.
Robert and Caroline who have lived an amazing 44
years in Crail Bay. This is another 40 minutes down
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a windy road where Robert met us at the gate and
escorted us through the forest to their piece of
paradise right on the water. As we sat surrounded by
original artworks and paintings of revered ancestors
and the environs, we were regaled with wonderful
stories of history and resilience. So down to earth
though – as I commented on a hardship the prompt
response was, ’Oh yes, but we have so much fun!’
Later we left for the Heads making a quick stop-off
to visit the Mander family who epitomised the nature
of community, sharing their shed and tools with a
couple of locals so they could prepare wood for a
micro-house. The three home-schooled children gave a
warm welcome, introducing us to beloved pet budgies
Lovebird and Luna, one perched comfortably on a
shoulder surveying comings and goings (despite the
fact that it bites).
Graeme enjoyed taking his gun out for a possum
shoot with Steve, grandson of Rod Eatwell – a wellknown local character who recently celebrated his 90th
birthday. Despite a sore hip he took delight in taking
the vicar to meet each of his neighbours the next day.
Rod (below) shifted there in the ‘80s and gives
significant time and energy to maintaining the Queen
Charlotte walkway which weaves through his property.
His cottage is surrounded by thoughtful planting with
probably the biggest collection of rhododendrons for

many miles, framing the front lawn, which was a tennis
court in bygone days.
It’s a unique climate as I was surprised to see kiwifruit
and hibiscus in the midst of the natives and colourful
array that has managed to flourish despite the
possums, weka and deer. It’s a never-ending battle for
the locals to get trees established and all of the vege
gardens are surrounded by fences.
Another reminder of the tenacity and faith of the
people God has in these parts.
Susan Howarth – Vicar of Havelock and the Sounds
A Sunday gathering at Waitara.

Dave’s Story

As told to Susan Howarth
Dave Farrant tells me he is a changed man. A modest
man, not at all one to put himself in the forefront,
hence his decision to share his story with me. Locals
tell me he is very loved by the community because
of his quiet and consistent acts of service, he has the
knack of seeing a need and getting on with it. As he
talks I realise it has taken him a year and-a-half to find
the courage to share what happened as the thought of
it leaves him quite undone and emotional, a feeling he
is not so comfortable with being his age and gender.
On Feb 2nd 2017, he returned from Auckland and
commented he had sore legs. Within a day he had
deteriorated significantly with extreme thirst, he was
unable to get out of bed and his legs were swollen and
covered in scabs from the knees to the ankles. To his
shock he ended up in ICU and the next morning he
was advised that it would pay for him to get his affairs
in order as his kidneys were failing. He was informed
that if he did survive he would need to be on dialysis
for the rest of his life.
It was several days later that a woman came in and
offered Dave prayer. He assumed it was a hospital
chaplain. To use David’s words “a funny feeling came
over me as she prayed,” just how that felt is hard to

describe, and as I explained before the very mention of
that moment brings a deep awe and presence which
humbles Dave and was tangible for me as I listened.
Later that night when the nurse checked him there
was a shocked comment. “Dave... I think your kidneys
might be working, you are passing a small amount of
urine!” X-rays and a transfer to Nelson hospital for tests
and treatments ensued but after four or five times
on dialysis he was informed that his blood tests were
good and they didn’t want to see him again.
He is adamant that he experienced a miracle and
he feels very grateful to be living with freedom to
move about each day. He finds himself with a deep
compassion as he sees people in the street with sticks,
walkers or wheelchairs. He is so conscious it could be
him.
Both Dave and I have tried to find the woman who
prayed. He said she was dressed in white like the robes
a priest wears, she was tall, elderly but we have not
been able to find someone who fits the description
he gave, and besides, the chaplains don’t wear white
robes around the hospital. We wonder if it was an
angel on assignment and God has assignments for
Dave yet...

24-7 Youthwork

24-7 Youthwork is a trust relationship between a local school and a local church in the context of the local
community working together; being there for young people across New Zealand. Currently 24/7 youth work is
involved in seven schools in the top of the South: Waimea Intermediate, Waimea College, Nelson College for Girls,
Nayland College, Broadgreen Intermediate, Marlborough Girls College and Redwoodtown Primary.
Of these schools we have Anglican youth workers at three of them; two at Waimea College and one at
Marlborough Girls College.
24-7 Youthwork exists to support young people and their schools, with a goal to see them enjoy their school
years and build a great foundation to launch themselves into adult life. 24-7 want to see a good, strong, healthy
next generation of New Zealanders coming through.
Jude Saxon – Internship & Youth Enabler Nelson Diocese
Photos: 24/7 Waimea College
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Rose Newton is one of our amazing youthworkers making a difference at Marlborough
Girls College, here is what she has to say about a day in the life of a youthworker.

Rose’s Day
One of the amazing things about 24-7 Youth Work is that no two days are the same! Let me
do my best to try and paint a picture of what a typical day might entail...
8.45 – On Wednesday our school starts late, so staff can take time for professional
development. Coffee in hand, I head to the library where the bus students gather. I do the
rounds chatting with girls about what they are reading, their Netflix suggestions, and weekend
plans. Most of the girls I know already, but it’s a good opportunity to connect.
9.30 – As I do the rounds, I meet a student I don’t know. We start with some small talk, but
slowly she starts to share about some complex situations at home, some of her fears for the
future, and her struggles in school. I offer some encouragement and let her know we are in the
school if she wanted to talk more about it. As the bell rings, she asks how she might be able to
find me again.
10.00 – I make my way to the Guidance building that we work from. One of my Year 9’s is
by the desk, desperately avoiding Science. I take the time to listen to her situation, offer my
understanding, and a pep talk about courage. She lets me walk her to class, which is a success.
10.20 – Back at Guidance I find a student has left me a note, requesting an appointment. She
has heard about Youth Workers through her class mates, and wants friendship support. I call
her in I ask her lots of questions, affirm her positive actions and self-talk, and she leaves with a
plan she has made herself, to move forward positively.
11.00 – At interval, the other 24-7 Youth Worker and I set up for our Shine programme,
focusing on Worth, Strength, and Purpose.
11.30 – In our session with the girls, we focus on Self-Worth, what it means to be one of a
kind, and how we value ourselves and others. We eat, do activities, complete journals, and give
each girl a gift!
12.30 – I pack down from Shine, and send out another note. I have half an hour mentoring
with a student I see regularly about home. We take some time to reflect on how the week has
been, cry together, laugh together, and make a plan to catch up again next week.
1.30 – It’s lunchtime! I head to the gym where I join the Pasifika students playing Volleyball
– they laugh at my lack of skill but give me some good tips!
2.15 – Last period, I have arranged to join in a PE class! We
play bench ball, and I have the opportunity to support some
girls who don’t feel confident, and encourage those who are
competent to uplift their team mates. The teacher and I
both join in, and the girls have a blast!
3.15 – After school I join some staff in the Whanau room,
where a small group of students teach us a simple song with
actions using Rakau. It’s an honour to be the student, and
learn from the young people.
I am so thankful for the privilege of working in the school,
alongside an amazing team, with the world’s most precious
young people. At the end of the day, I can’t tell whether I
have given them encouragement, or they have given it to
me.
Rose Newton
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Walking the Camino de Santiago
It began and ended for me with the breaking of
bread, spiritual sustenance, sacramental events
highlighting what the pilgrimage was all about.
On setting out I went into the ‘Supermercado’ to get
some snacks for the journey. It was cold and raining
but my tiny pack and I were ready to go. I was excited
and just a little bit lonely too. I was a long way from
home.
So here I am, in this little store, effectively asking God
if I’ve made the right decision. Up walks a beautiful,
young blond woman, wearing a back pack and holding
a stick of French bread in her hand. “I can’t eat all of
this” she said in her accented English. “Break off as
much as you need”. No big deal right? But when she
offered me that bread, it was provision from God. It
was an answer. It was spiritual food. In the gift of bread
God said “I love you. I will provide for you. I will eat with
you and be with you always.”
This girl, Alex, and I became friends. She is not a
Christian. But she ushered in the presence of God.
Through her came Jesus’ love and the Holy Spirit’s
empowerment. Alex and God gave me food for the
journey. That journey began when I saw a movie about
the Camino, called ‘The Way’, some years back. Check it
out if you dare.
I walked from St Jean Pied de Port, near the Spanish
border in France, to the Cathedral at Santiago de
Compostela. The path covers 800km. (I had two days
off so take around 50 km off my journey.) Most people
take about a month to do it. I began walking at the end

of March in rain, snow and slush. It was a late spring!
Surprisingly I never felt cold. A kind woman had given
me fleece to weave round my toes to prevent blisters –
no blisters and extra warmth. Wonderful!
My daily routine was simple. Life was uncomplicated
and I loved it: Wake early, stuff my pack and leave
the communal bunkroom and walk for an hour
or so. Usually that first leg was by myself – a great
opportunity to pray, think, enjoy God’s creation. Then
I’d find somewhere for breakfast. Most often it was
white bread and jam; fruit or yoghurt if I was lucky.
Time to hit the road again, often with someone I’d
met at the brekky venue. There were always interesting
conversations with the Spanish, German, South
Koreans or people from other countries. Language
was thoughtful and simplified in order to understand
one another. I loved that. Then lunch in a village café
or stopped on the road somewhere. Walk some more.
Arrive at the bunkroom anywhere between 3 and 6pm.
At that time of the year bookings were not necessary
and I never lucked out. Once there, it was time to
organize my washing (only had one change of clothes),
shower and find somewhere for dinner. (An average
daily walk was about 25 kms.)
Evening meals were very social at a café or else
cooked with friends at the bunkroom (albergue or
refuge are alternative names). After dinner three or
four times I went to a church service alone or with a
friend. The Catholic Church services were always in
Spanish. Generally the churches appeared to make

Above: Jana and Susan.
Left: Cruz de Ferro – here we
leave behind a stone from
home, symbolically making a
new start
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very little attempt to reach out to the pilgrims. This was
a tragedy and my greatest disappointment on The Way.
Church doors were usually shut. Cathedrals were open
and charged an entry fee – though pilgrims did get a
small discount.
One day I saw a church gate open; a delightful
surprise! But as I made my way through the gate, I saw
the door was shut – as usual. And... even worse... the
cemetery over the road, which would normally be shut,
was open! Seriously! What were they thinking? I’ve
chewed this over a lot since being home. What wasted
opportunities!
Everyone walks the Camino for a reason – not
all would say their reasons were spiritual at all.
Nevertheless every single pilgrim is looking for
something. Some I met were wondering about a career
change, or grieving for a loved one, or simply thinking
“There has to be more than this.” And the church
mostly misses the boat. (Does anyone else hear echoes
of NZ churches here?)
Why did I walk the Camino? Mostly I wanted to be
closer to God. And I wanted to meet more ‘normal’
people ie: people outside the church. I wanted to
hear their stories and to relate to them without
the trappings or expectations of church. I was very
cautious who I told that I am a priest. That meant noone had any preconceptions. I was no-one’s guru nor
was I a pariah. I was just me.
There were some major challenges too. Back home
difficulties arose and I felt a long, long way from my
beloved. Yet I was sustained by the prayers of family
and friends along with the companionship of those
also on The Way. Through them I saw the face of God
time and time again. Simple human kindness meant so
much huge. A simple greeting ‘Buen Camino’ conveyed
warmth and blessing.
There were lots of lovely companions along the
way. Some I met several times and we made fabulous
connections. One such
person was Jana. We saw
each other frequently
and always enjoyed each
other’s company. A few
times we went to church
together. We’d stopped
saying goodbye to each
other, as we always
reconnected along The
Way. But then we didn’t.
I arrived at Santiago and
I hadn’t seen Jana for
several days. The Cathedral
Service was momentous.
Did I sense God there?
Left: One of the many
Honestly I saw more of
pilgrim (Peregrino)
statues – this one leaning God on the road. But it was
good to arrive.
into the wind.

Right: Made it to Santiago de Compostela (yep they
have maintenance issues too).
After a couple of days I caught a bus to Finesterre
on the coast. Still no Jana. I found a room by myself
this time and walked just a few kilometres to the
Lighthouse. My journey was really ending. Again I was
feeling a little sad and lonely. So much had happened,
so many miles, so many people. On returning from the
lighthouse, suddenly I heard a voice yelling out my
name. The voice was German. The voice was female.
The voice was Jana.
Can you imagine the joy of our reunion? After
sharing so much, we both thought we’d missed each
other. But we were able to finish the journey together.
And so my Camino ended with breaking bread too.
I can’t remember what we ate. But I remember the
sacrament of shared food and fellowship. Once again
the Lord met me through one of his beloved people.
Alex and Jana, two friends, one who wouldn’t
describe herself as a believer, and one who definitely
would. They both showed me so clearly the love of
God. We talked a common language that had nothing
to do with church or with ‘soul-winning’ or with
religion. I wanted more of God and that is what I got
– through lovely people created in your image. Thank
you Gracious God!
If you ever get the chance to walk the Camino, do it!
You’ll never regret it.
Susan Gill – formerly Vicar of Richmond Parish

Conversation with Edward from the Night Shelter
AS TOLD TO 1:1 CREATIVE
How would you describe the Night Shelter to
someone on the street?
I would say, look on the website (www.allsaints.
co.nz). The Night Shelter is short term accommodation
for men that costs $10 per night and I provide them
with an evening meal and breakfast. In a nutshell,
that’s it.
When did the Men’s Shelter begin?
Back in the early 80’s when Malcom Welch was the
vicar at All Saints, and he and some people from St
Vincent de Paul saw that there were people walking
the streets who needed a place to stay. We’re a
Christian church, so we needed to walk the talk and
that was the way to do it.
How did you get involved?
I was working in the United Maori Mission in
Auckland, a fifty-room youth hostel, and a couple of
years there was quite a good grounding to working
here. I was also doing prison ministry at Mt Eden
Prison. I believe the Lord was telling me to move to
Nelson and after a lot of prayer I was finally convinced,
so I moved to Nelson. After moving down my mother,
who lived here, was diagnosed with cancer and had six
months left to live. So it turned out, basically, that I’d
come to Nelson to look after my Mum for the last six
months of her life. Then the job here became available
and I was accepted for it. So I came here and sat myself
down in an empty room and thought to myself: “Well
here I am, what do I do now?”.
Who do you work with at the Night Shelter?
Homeless people mostly. People who need a place to
stay. Some people are dropped off here by the police
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or have had a domestic incident and can’t go home.
Other people have just come out of jail or just come
into town. Some people that stay here have come up
through the streets. Others have had businesses and
have reached rock bottom. And others are just local
guys who just can’t seem to manage their own house.
How do you see God at work through the Night
Shelter?
Well I’m aware that God is always at work amongst us
here at the Night Shelter. He hears our prayers and is
among us. Jesus says that true religion is caring for the
orphans and the widows, so I think that what All Saints
does here is a good thing.
Part of my job is to give people hope, to let them
know that there is hope in Jesus. Cos’ a lot of people
who come here don’t have a lot of hope, or don’t have
any vision, or even hope for living. Some are suicidal or
at least thinking about that type of thing.
How have you managed to do this role for nearly 25
years?
I think that it’s mainly because I’m the right person
at the right time. And it seems right for me to be here.
I did know a man who ran a fifty-room youth hostel in
Auckland for 30 years on his own, so that was a bit of
an inspiration. But like I say, when I came here, I knew
that it was God’s plan and God’s timing and God’s
provision for me to be here. I often prayed about this,
particularly as I reached retirement age a few years
ago.
What do you do to keep energised in this role?
Prayer. Just prayer really. I just get up early and pray
and continue in Christian fellowship.

Henk Lups – our new Hospital Chaplain
Henk was born in Den Helder a navel port in the
Netherlands. His father was a naval officer so perhaps
travel is in his genes. When Henk finished high
school he hitch-hiked 26,000km through North and
Central America for seven months. On his return he
began training at The Hotel School in The Hague and
completed a Bachelor’s degree in Hotel Administration
in 1980.
His adventurous spirit brought him and his wife
Marijke to Christchurch in December 1983 with two
suitcases and a cubic metre crate. The following year
was a tough one as his father died in the Netherlands
and Marijke was very ill during the birth of their first
child Rachael. Henk worked at Kingslea Girls Home for
five years and their son Paul was born during this time.
A move to Diamond Harbour brought a rich time
for Henk personally. The local Vicar Clarice Greenslade
helped reawaken his faith as she introduced him to a
loving, caring and inclusive God. They lived there for 16
years and during that time he took a position teaching
at Avonmore Tertiary Institute and was named NZ
Tutor of the Year in 2004.
Returning to Christchurch in 2005 brought Henk to
the Hospitality School where he taught management
to predominantly International Students. Lured by the
promise of free food he attended the Alpha Course in
2006. This was a turning point in his faith and led to
him being baptised in the sea.
Marijke began working as an art and craft teacher in
Aranui and volunteered in an HIV and AIDs community
in rural Cambodia for five weeks, teaching craft to the
residents. In 2010 they both returned to Cambodia
having fundraised extensively, given up their jobs and
rented out their house. Three months later he not so
gently removed his Achilles from the bone and had to
return to Christchurch for surgery. Just in time for the
first earthquake.

Although they were
disappointed by having
their time in Cambodia
cut short, local vicar
Paul Heard encouraged
Henk to begin studying
at Laidlaw College
while recovering. The
first earthquake hit in
September, damaging
their house severely.
They felt blessed that
they were there with
their children during
that time.
The February quake
trashed their house completely and a time of nomadic
living in a caravan and house-sitting followed. This
time gave Henk a deep sense of purpose for his study
at Laidlaw and in July 2011 he completed a Diploma of
Biblical Studies.
In 2013 Henk enrolled for a Clinical Pastoral
Education course in Nelson and Hospital Chaplain
Yvonne McLean, who was his mentor, agreed for him
to do his pastoral work at Nelson Hospital. This was
given an extra dimension when Marijke was diagnosed
with cancer. Thankfully, she has been in remission for
three years and is very active in the community.
Henk was selected to become the Hospital Chaplain
when Yvonne resigned. He brings his life experiences
which have given him resiliency and the valued
opportunity to share the joys and sorrows of patients,
staff and families at the hospital. He was ordained
deacon in December 2017 and will be priested in
November at Nelson Cathedral.
David Hollingsworth
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All age worship
Intergenerational ministry is becoming increasingly
discussed and trialled in parishes throughout the
world, this includes parishes within our diocese.
American Holly Catterton-Allen is considered to be a
leading proponent in this area of ministry and recently
added two extra workshops in New Zealand to her
southern hemisphere itinerary.
In her book Intergenerational Christian
Formation: Bringing the Whole Church Together in
Ministry, Community and Worship, Holly defines
intergenerational ministry as: ‘Intergenerational
ministry occurs when a congregation intentionality
combines the generations together in mutual serving,
sharing, or learning within the core activities of the
church in order to live out being the body of Christ to
each other and the greater community’.
There are already examples of intergenerational
activities within most parishes, however the greatest
challenge comes in the worship service. This will
not be a ‘children’s service’ or an ‘adult service’ with a
‘children’s slot’. It is a service of worship for all ages in
which everyone sings the same songs, hears the same
message and responds to the message together. This
takes commitment, planning and preparation - but
it’s worth the effort! Mark Griffith in Changing Lives
proposes that ‘done badly, the intergenerational
service can be a nightmare: done well it can be
transformative’.
In the book InterGenerate: Transforming Churches
through Intergenerational Ministry, John Roberto
lists what he terms ‘Principles of Intergenerational
Christian Formation’. And foremost of these is ‘through
intergenerational faith formation, people learn the
ways of the faith community and how to live as a
Christian today as they participate authentically and
relationally with more experienced members of the
community’.
While this statement clearly answers the question
‘why’ in terms of Intergenerational worship, there are
biblical reasons. In Scripture, there are a number of
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places where adults are instructed to pass on their
faith to the next generation. While in his letters, Paul
mentions a variety of generations, as well as a number
of metaphors for church such as the family of God.
And so to the question of ‘how’. An intergenerational
worship service can be run in a number of different
ways. It contains all of the elements you would usually
expect in a service of worship. The difference is that all
the elements in the service are accessible to people
of all ages. Some suggestions from Holly would go as
follows:
● an icebreaker, one that creates a sense of
community;
● followed by prayer in groups, these could be with
people sitting around you;
● some sung worship (kids will probably not want
songs that could be considered kiddie songs. They
like to sing the same songs as adults.)
● Communion;
● then a time of blessing one another either using
Scripture or some previously prepared choices.
In the past we have often been accused of paying lip
service to a number of terms such as ‘parish family’ and
‘it takes a village to raise a child’. All of these speak of
community and none of us will ever deny that this was
God’s design. People were created for community, to
learn and grow together.
Intergenerational (All Age) worship is certainly a
positive challenge for the church. In every situation a
parish needs a team who are passionate and prepared
to work towards an Intergenerational service model
that will work for everyone in that particular setting.
Mark Griffiths says, “Be realistic, not everyone can
do it! Some of our most gifted preachers are hopeless
at intergenerational. And it is not age dependent;
I have seen plenty of young people hopeless at
intergenerational and plenty of older people who
nail it every time. It is a case of working to people’s
strengths.”
Sue Fallow – Children and Families Ministry Enabler

Praying in a bishop
With Bishop Richard’s recent announcement of his
retirement at the end of the year, our thoughts turn with
gratitude and thanksgiving for his 12 years of faithful
service as our diocesan bishop. We have been, and
continue to be, blessed by his ministry.
For some, thoughts also turn to preparations for the
electoral Synod (known as an Electoral College) tasked
with nominating a new bishop. Please all pray for
guidance to identify who God is calling as our new bishop
and that this call is acknowledged.
Archbishop Philip Richardson initiates the process
leading to an Electoral College. He will appoint a
Commissary (someone who deputises for him) to help
arrange and preside at the Electoral College. The voting
members of our Synod make up membership of that
Electoral College and a small committee appointed
by Standing Committee will assist with preliminary
arrangements. A timeframe for the electoral process has
yet to be set.
After prayerfully considering the attributes we seek in
a bishop and discerning who God might be calling, the

names of potential candidates will be invited. These must
be supported by both a clerical and lay member of Synod
and willing to have their name put forward. References
will be checked and a video interview prepared for
consideration by the Electoral College. The preferred
candidate will be chosen for nomination by a majority
vote of both clergy and lay Synod representatives.
But this is only part of a longer selection process. As
the successful candidate will be ordained bishop into the
wider Anglican Church, not just this diocese, the Electoral
College’s choice of nominee must then by approved by
all bishops in full time active service in the Province and
later, sanctioned by vote of the General Synod. Only then
can a new bishop be installed.
We invite your prayerful support for Bishop Richard as
he continues to minister to us, for guidance as we begin
preparations for our electoral synod and for God’s clear
calling to the person he is preparing, even now, to lead us
as we serve God in this diocese. May we, through earnest
prayer, listen as God speaks to us in the months ahead.

Psalms, Hymns and Spiritual songs
Once upon a time, when you went into an Anglican
Church, you could pretty well guarantee everyone would
be singing the same songs; often from the same books.
Today, anything goes, and you can no longer guarantee
that you will know the songs being sung. One church
will be singing the latest Hillsong offering, another will
be vineyard songs, or Bethel music, or Rend Collective,
or the songs of the Gettys or of Robin Mark. I am thrilled
that each new generation can give voice to its praise. It
certainly reflects the cry of the Psalmist ‘O sing to the Lord
a new song.’
I’ve always been intrigued by the passage in Paul’s letter
to the Ephesians where Paul refers to ‘psalms, hymns, and
spiritual songs’ and encourages the Ephesian church to
‘sing and make music from your heart to the Lord’. He
very explicitly describes three styles or categories of song
that should all be used in the worship of God (and the
building up of the Body of Christ) – psalms, hymns and
spiritual songs.
In our desire to be relevant in our worship it may
be that we have lost something, profoundly rich and
powerful, that occurs when we worship God with our
new spiritual songs, but also with psalms and hymns. The
‘spiritual songs’ being written and sung today are often
very personal and express an individual’s commitment
to Jesus and their desire to experience the blessings that
flow from the Father. It is very moving to be in the middle
of a crowd of young people, some in tears, some radiant
as, with one voice, they sing of their love for Jesus.
The hymns, on the other hand, embrace and embody
the theology of the church formed over hundreds of
years. When we sing these hymns we strengthen the

foundations upon
which our faith
is built. When we
only sing spiritual
songs we risk
creating a shallow
faith that lasts
only as long as
the feeling. When
we only sing
hymns we risk
creating a faith
from which we can
remain detached.
When we sing
both hymns and
spiritual songs our
faith is enriched
and strengthened
and we find ourselves growing in both head and heart.
I grew up as a choirboy singing the old hymn, ‘O Jesus
I Have Promised, To Serve Thee To The End.’ Over the
past two or three years it has become a constant prayer.
The words of this hymn have had a huge impact on me
and over these past months I have kept a journal of my
reflections based on this hymn. For Synod this year, I had
those reflections published as a small book. It is very
personal, but I hope this little book, and some of the
reflective opportunities within it, might strengthen others
as they have me. Copies are available from the Anglican
Centre.
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Bishopdale College
taking Christ’s call of mission to the world seriously
In its long history Bishopdale College trained clergy
for parishes in the Nelson Diocese, as well as training
and nurturing the first Maori bishop. But it also has had
a tradition of contributing to work on the international
mission field.
Melville Innes Jones was a student in 1886, the son of
the Vicar of All Saints, Rev F Innes Jones. Just a year after
the founders of New Zealand Church Missionary Society
had held a meeting at All Saints in 1892, Innes Jones Jr set
off to work for the Diocese of Equatorial Africa under the
English CMS. He had received some hands-on training in
evangelism when he and Bishopdale College tutor FW
Chatterton headed off to Takaka in 1892 for a seven-day
mission.
It was a long way and a very different culture from
Takaka to Oyo, Nigeria where he served in a theological
college that trained pastors, catechists, school teachers
and Scripture readers. According to Eugene Stock, the man
who inspired the formation of CMS in Nelson, the college
was ‘one of the most important agencies of the Nigerian
mission’. Oyo is a city just to the north of the Nigerian
capital Lagos.
Innes Jones was involved in early discussions about
the formation of an Anglican province in West Africa and
became a pioneer thinker and writer on structures for the
rapidly growing indigenous churches of Africa. He is listed
among the speakers at the Pan-Anglican Congress of 1908
and the famous Edinburgh Missionary Conference of 1910,
held at a time when the balance of Christianity was starting
to shift to what is now known as ‘global south’.
The climax of his African ministry was his consecration
as the first Bishop of Lagos in St Paul’s Cathedral, London,
in 1919. Interestingly, Donald Baker, son of Rev WG
Baker, Vicar of Brightwater from 1893 to 1915, was also
consecrated at the same ceremony, as Bishop of Bendigo,
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Rev Melville Innes-Jones (left) and Rev William St
Clair Tisdell.
Australia. Another Bishopdale College connection with
missions overseas was Rev William St Clair Tisdall, who
tutored at Bishopdale from 1882 to 1884 while Vicar
of Wakefield. He was regarded in his day as one of the
foremost scholars of Islam and a significant figure in the
history of missions to Muslims.
Tisdall left Nelson and went to Lahore, India (now
Pakistan) in 1884 to teach in a Christian college, where he
stayed for nine years before transferrng to Persia.
Reputed to have mastered an amazing 41 languages,
Tisdall’s literary output included Sources of the Quran,
a book published in 1910 which traces the content of
the Quran to distorted versions of Jewish and Christian
tradition, and Arabic pagan beliefs and practices. Another
influential Tisdall book was The Religion of the Crescent.
Tisdall left Persia (now Iran) in 1912 to become Vicar of
Deal in England. His son, Lieutenant AW St Clair Tisdall, won
a posthumous Victoria Cross while serving in the British
army at Gallipoli, for courage in rescuing wounded soldiers.
Tisdall was the only missionary from New Zealand
working in the Middle East and in correspondence back to
New Zealand he begged for more workers to be sent out.
New Zealand needed to ‘send out its ablest, and best, and
bravest for Christ’s work abroad’, he wrote.
One who did respond was the Bishop of the Waiapu
Diocese, Edward Craig Stuart, who accepted the challenge,
resigned as bishop, and went to Persia at the age of 66! He
laboured there for 19 years.
For Tisdall all the sacrifice and toil had one grand aim.
‘The work has cost me dear (perhaps a reference
to his wife dying in Lahore in 1884) yet I am thankful
beyond measure to my Master, for the privilege of toiling
and suffering for his sake, in obedience to his parting
command.”
Brandon Sparrow – Golden Bay Parish

Greymouth Parish

Holy Trinity Church, Greymouth began seismic strengthening work
on its buildings in June. The initial work was done in the Trinity
Centre (hall) and kitchen, while worship continued in the church.
On Saturday June 30, a working bee shifted all furnishings from the
church into the Trinity Centre in time for the 6pm service. The above
photo shows the Trinity Centre set up for weekly services and at right,
the current state of the church with scaffolding. The work is expected
to be completed by the end of September. In addition to bringing the
buildings up to 67% NBS, the church will be freshly painted inside and
carpeted throughout.

Richmond Parish

Above is the model of the new Richmond parish centre, which is the
culmination of several years of planning. The building will also be
available to the local community. In the photo at right, ground work is
being prepared for the new facility.
Now is the time to book your spot at the Nelson Cathedral Christmas Tree Festival. The cost is only $30
and will showcase your club/organisation/business
for a full two months.
All you need do is prepare and decorate a small
artiﬁcial Christmas tree and set it up in the Cathedral
on November 26.
The Light-up service is 6pm on Tuesday 27 and the
trees will stay up until the Switch-oﬀ service January
24, with trees to be dismantled on Friday 25.
Please contact Jocelyn Smith joc.smith@xtra.co.nz
for an application form.
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Choosing to come into
the light takes courage
How do ‘we’ follow Jesus?
Now there was a Pharisee, a man named Nicodemus who was a member of the Jewish ruling council. He came to Jesus
at night and said “Rabbi we know that you are a teacher who has come from God. For no one could perform the signs
you are doing if God were not with him.” Jesus replied, “Very truly I tell you, no one can see the Kingdom of God unless
they are born again.”
“How can someone be born again when they are old?” Nicodemus asked. “Surely they cannot enter a second time into
their mother’s womb to be born!” Jesus answered “Very truly I tell you, no one can enter the Kingdom of God unless they
are born of water and the Spirit. Flesh gives birth to flesh, but the Spirit gives birth to spirit.”
[John 3: 1-6]
John gives us a different dimension to the teaching
ministry of Jesus during this encounter with
Nicodemus at night. Nicodemus the Jewish teacher
and theologian, seeks out Jesus in the darkness of
the night, probably for fear of discovery, to question
and challenge this rabbi over his claims and teaching.
Nicodemus was a man who lived, a historical figure
and yet he represents everyone for all time. He wanted
to know and he acknowledged Jesus as one who had
come from God, how could he perform miraculous
signs if he was not from God. Jesus shares spiritual
insights with Nicodemus who is a member of the
Jewish ruling council but Nicodemus struggles to
understand. Are we, with our level of 21st century
sophistication, unable to see and hear a personal Jesus
today?
Something has to change. We cannot belong to
the world and to God. A choice is needed if we are
to be transformed into the children of God. It’s not
something we can do for ourselves, but only by the
work of the Holy Spirit living in us. We need to be born
again from above, a difficult concept for Nicodemus to
understand and for us too. A total rebuild is required for
all of us and this is an ongoing process.
In spite of theological difficulties, Nicodemus is
drawn to Jesus and is present at his burial – ‘He (Joseph
of Aramathea) was accompanied by Nicodemus, the

man who had earlier visited Jesus at night. Nicodemus
brought a mixture of myrrh and aloes, about 75
pounds’. John 19: 39. Both men were members of the
Sanhedrin (the supreme Jewish Council) and probably
secret disciples of Jesus who desired to give him the
traditional Jewish burial. This meant seeking out Pilate
for the release of Jesus’ body. Joseph provides the
tomb, Nicodemus the grave clothes and the spices. A
daring deed and one wonders what happened to both
of them after this event.
So how settled are we into our patterns of worship,
of life and belief? The more comfortable we feel
the less likely we will be open to receiving new and
transforming words from God.
Our church by the power of the Holy Spirit is a living,
changing and growing community. Let’s speak of our
conversion and other spiritual experiences and they
will be many over our lifetime, for in this way the Holy
Spirit of God can be at work among us so that God’s
Kingdom will indeed come in this world which he so
loves.
Choosing to come into the light takes courage.
Sharing our spiritual experiences and testimonies
challenges and invigorates the growth of God’s
kingdom.
Hilary Ellena
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